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RaySearch wins breakthrough order for proton treatment 
planning system 
 
RaySearch Laboratories AB (publ.) has entered into a partnership and licensing agreement with 
Westdeutsches Protonentherapiezentrum Essen gGmbH (WPE). WPE is a proton therapy center 
under construction at the University Hospital in Essen, Germany. Proton therapy is an advanced form 
of radiation therapy and is a highly effective method to selectively irradiate tumors and at the same 
time spare surrounding healthy organs.  
 
The partnership means that RaySearch will provide a comprehensive proton treatment planning 
system that will be used for planning patient treatments at the WPE when it becomes operational. 
Since 2006 RaySearch has invested heavily to develop the most advanced proton system on the market. 
In 2008 it was used for the first time to treat a patient and this agreement represents the first 
commercial order for the system. 
 
The system will incorporate all the latest advanced tools and algorithms for optimization and dose 
computation to take full advantage of the potential that proton therapy offers. It will also incorporate 
new software tools for adaptive therapy taking organ motion during and between treatment sessions 
into account. By adapting the treatment for changes occurring in the patient’s anatomy, the precision 
of the treatment can be improved even further. Adaptive therapy is a very promising area where 
RaySearch has conducted extensive research and built considerable expertise during several years and 
where no commercial solutions are available on the market today.  
 
RaySearch will have full responsibility for the development and support of the software which will be 
based on RaySearch’s proprietary RayStation treatment planning platform. The system is scheduled to 
be fully operational during the summer of 2010. 
 
Dr. Jonathan Farr, Head of Medical Physics, WPE, comments the agreement: “With the advent of 
commercially available proton therapy pencil beam scanning systems (PBS) with superior dose 
deposition properties, PBS technology is evolving from traditional static tumor treatments also to 
those types that can include motion. With modern 4D CT-imaging, a patient’s anatomy and tumor 
motion can be monitored before dose delivery, representing an extensive and valuable data set for 
optimization of the dose distribution and dose verification.” 
 
“WPE is fortunate to have committed with their partner RaySearch, to build together an advanced 
treatment planning system to make full use of the available information from 4D-imaging for 
treatment guidance. WPE, together with RaySearch, are confident that this will bring clinical benefit to 
patients with large and mobile tumors whose clinical indications were not previously treated by the 
most highly conformal type of proton therapy, PBS,” continues Dr. Farr. 
 
“For RaySearch, this agreement is of very large strategic importance for several reasons. By winning 
our first proton order we have taken a big step towards becoming the leading player in the exciting 
field of proton radiation therapy,” says Johan Löf, CEO of RaySearch. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
“This agreement also means that we are selling software directly to a clinic for the first time. We have 
for some time sought to complement our business model by providing solutions directly to selected 
leading research-intensive clinics. WPE fits this description perfectly as the center will be among the 
most advanced centers in the world with a vision to provide treatments that are truly state of the art. 
We are therefore looking forward to collaborate with them to realize solutions that can set the standard 
for the future of radiation therapy,” concludes Johan Löf. 
 
 
 
ABOUT RAYSEARCH 
RaySearch Laboratories is a medical technology company that develops advanced software solutions 
for improved radiation therapy of cancer. RaySearch’s products are sold through license agreements 
with leading partners such as Philips, Varian, Siemens, Nucletron, IBA Dosimetry and TomoTherapy. 
Thirteen products have been launched to date and RaySearch’s software is used at some 1,500 clinics in 
more than 30 countries. In addition, existing license agreements cover more than 15 other products 
that are scheduled to be launched in the coming years. RaySearch was founded in 2000 as a spin-off 
from Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm and the company is listed in the Small Cap segment on the 
OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm.  
 
For more information about RaySearch, visit www.raysearchlabs.com. 
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